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1. Introduction
During winter, southeastern France is regularly hit by
significant snowfalls. Each year, these regions are
affected by 2 or 3 episodes of Vigilance level orange
(Table 1). Moreover, snowfalls are sometimes long
lasting and very abundant. Every 3 to 5 years,
Mediterranean regions are affected by snowfall
exceeding 30 cm in depth over a significant area (see
also Table 2 for some remarkable events). This kind of
event may require an alert of red level.

temporal lag between region in terms of maximum
occurrence. Thus, in Languedoc-Roussillon, PACA and
Corsica, the maximum occurs respectively in January,
January and February (Figure 2). Thus, the snowy
signal propagates eastward with time.

䊱 Figure 2: Monthly total of significant snowfall events (that is,
䊱 Table 1: Return periods associated with various kinds of plain
snowfall events: orange level, exceeding 10 cm over extended area,
red level.

Snowfalls deeply disturb human activities such as
road traffic or electricity routing. Southeastern France
is an important motorway node (Figure 1) and a
‘choke point’ between southern and northern Europe.
The flow of vehicles, lorries in particular, is very important. Consequently, stakes in forecasting are very
high. During a snowfall ‘crisis’, briefings from forecasters are strongly requested, and several briefings a day
are organized, gathering security safety and administrators of highways.
The “snowy” season lasts 4 to 6 months, according to
the region. The season is shortest in Corsica, from
November to March. Interestingly, one observes a

exceeding 10 cm over extended area), over Languedoc-Roussillon
(blue bar), PACA (red bar), and Corse (green bar). The period 19712006 was considered.

In general, prediction of snowfall in southeastern
France is complex and difficult. The ingredients are
numerous, coming from both local to synoptic scales.
The role of relief is important and subtle. The proximity of the sea can imply a strong potential for heavy
snowfall. But in the same time, it may reduce the
potential for a snowfall event via its warming effect,
producing sharp regional contrasts.
In the following sections, we will focus on meteorological configurations associated with the snowfall
events on the plains of southeastern France. We
describe the ingredients from a synoptic point of view
to a very fine scale one. We emphasize the 3D organization of these ingredients and regional details. For
instance, the snowfall events in Corsica do not resemble those in PACA.
To conclude, we provide an overview of the associated conceptual schemes.

2. Meteorological Configurations
1. From the synoptic point of view
䊱 Figure 1: Motorway network over southeastern France (orange
coloured lines). Red colour corresponds to highways in construction.
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One can classify the synoptic configurations which
result in these snowfall events according to 3 types
(see also, Barret, 2002):

a. Type 1
This first type is associated to a trough and related
Atlantic baroclinic wave (a cold or, more frequently,
warm front) progressing east to southeast over France
in a West to North-West flow (Figures 3a and 4a).
Precipitation (including snow) is generally weak on the
plains of southeastern France, the western part of the
Aude department and western Corsica (Figure 5).
In the above regions, snow quantities rarely exceed 1
to 5 cm. Of course, snow depths depend on the
intensity of the disturbance and the detail of its associated ingredients. Thus these quantities are only
reached or exceeded when low-level baroclinicity is
strong, and associated with equally important
dynamic upper level forcing. Generally, such a situation does not result in Vigilance higher than yellow.
One critical factor is of course the structure of the
cold air before the arrival of the front. In
Mediterranean regions, mesoscale circulations such

as the Mistral and Tramontane increase efficiency of
cold advection. On the other hand, relief tends to
“protect” a cold air mass from advection over time.
b. Type 2
This kind of disturbance is originally coupled to an
Atlantic baroclinic wave. However, the course of the
trough and associated perturbation is more meridional than in the preceding case (Figure 3b), coming
from the North to Northwest, and progressing more
to the south. The distribution of snowfall depends on
trajectory of the trough, with snow usually situated
on the eastern side of the system. Moreover, the
system slows down as it arrives in Mediterranean
regions, and is fuelled by maritime air mass, giving a
deepening of the low. Thus the disturbance blocks
and strengthens. The cloudy envelope tends to be
organized around the low centre (Figure 4b).
Consequently, snowfall can be long lasting and
significant, necessitating Vigilance greater than

䊱 Figure 3: Synoptic configurations associated with snowfall events over Mediterranean regions. Configurations are classified according to 3
types (see text). Geopotential height (brown line, gpm) and temperature (shaded with dashed line every 2°C) at 500 hPa from the ARPEGE
model, associated to Atlantic disturbance over Provence (a, 01.15.13), Atlantic-Mediterranean mixed disturbance over Provence (b, 02.27.01),
Mediterranean disturbance over Roussillon and Western Languedoc (c, 03.08.10), Mediterranean disturbance over Corsica (d, 02.10-11.12).
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yellow (orange or even red). The outstanding event of
27th-28th February 2001 over Provence (80 cm at Saint
Maximin in the Var department) belongs in this category (Figure 6).
c. Type 3
The very intense episode of 8th March 2010 over the
Pyrénées-Orientales department (25 cm at
Perpignan, 50 cm at Port Vendres) is located in this
class (Figure 7a).
This is the “pure” and “classical” Mediterranean
disturbance which develops in relation to the
displacement of a deep and very cold upper trough
coming from Northeastern Europe (Figures 3c and
3d) 1. Mesoscale processes at low level, such as
cyclogenesis, also contribute to the disturbance. As
in the preceding case, the evolution of the disturbed
system is generally slow. It benefits from moisture
coming from the sea as well. Both factors clearly
1. Large scale conditions are characterized by an important
blocking event over western Europe (Rex, 1950).

favour heavy snowfall and of course the “target” area
depends on the trajectory of the upper minimum with
the snowfall usually on its eastern edge. Moreover,
this region corresponds more or less to the northern
or northwestern portion of the cloudy envelope of the
disturbance (Figures 4c and 4d).

2. Mesoscale Context and 3D Structure
The mesoscale configuration changes greatly from
one type of snowfall event to the other. Note type 2 is
associated to the lone 27th-28th February 2001 event.
Thus, analysis concerning this class has to be regarded with a little caution.
a. Type 1
As mentioned above, the activity of an Atlantic disturbance is partially linked to its low level baroclinicity:
potentially significant activity necessitates a sharp
horizontal thermal gradient. This can be estimated by
inspecting the wet bulb potential temperature (θ’w)
field at low levels. The January 15th 2013 case (a
warm front) over Provence clearly fulfills the above

䊱 Figure 4: Figure 4: Synoptic configurations associated to snowfall events over Mediterranean regions. Configurations are classified
according to 3 types (see also text). Geopotential height (brown line, gpm) and humidity (colored pink fuchsia) at 700 hPa, wind at 850 hPa
from the ARPEGE model, associated to Atlantic disturbance over Provence (a, 01.15.13), Atlantic-Mediterranean mixed disturbance over
Provence (b, 02.27.01), Mediterranean disturbance over Roussillon and Western Languedoc (c, 03.08.10), Mediterranean disturbance over
Corsica (d, 02.10-11.12).
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criteria: the spatial low level gradient is pronounced
and is the signature of an active warm front (Figures 5
and 8). In this respect, one can also notice a significant slantwise response in positive vertical velocity.
In some cases, relief and mesoscale circulations play
an important role in the maintenance of low level
cold air and frontal activity. For instance, over
Languedoc, a cold airmass associated to weak easterly to northeasterly flow often stands over the
coastal plains in the protective wake of the Massif
Central relief. So, cold air persists in spite of warm
advection above (around 850 to 800 hPa) from the
Atlantic Ocean. Moreover, the stagnant cold air typically helps Atlantic warm air to be lifted. Such a situation favors stable stratification, thus probably
isothermy2 (Findeisen, 1940 ; Kain et al, 2000).
Atlantic disturbance over Provence: Type 1

b. Type 2 (the Major February 27th-28th 2001 Case,
Figure 9)
Warm advection (6-8°C in [950-850] hPa θ’w over
sea) develops from the Mediterranean in relation
with deepening of a low-level depression (off the
department of Var). In February 2001, this was particularly strong: 800 hPa winds locally approach 50 kt!
Consequently, convergence develops in Provence
between easterly winds on one hand and westerly to
northwesterly winds on the other hand. This convergence occupies an important part of the atmospheric
column. The response of the model (ALADIN) in terms
of ascending motion is impressive: it exceeds
40 cm/s! Warm advection at 850 to 800 hPa overhangs the cold air mass at very low level (< 2-4°C in
950 hPa θ’w) coming from both the West and the
East. The eastern component is linked to accumulation of a cold airmass in the Po Valley (cold air
damming, Xu, 1990). The cold airmass crosses
mountain passes as it gets around the Alps via the
Gulf of Genoa (ageostrophic flow).
Warm air over cold air means stable stratification in
the first kilometers of the atmosphere. Such a
context combined with significant precipitation may
favour lowering of the snow/rain limit by isothermy.
We will revisit this logic in type 3, below.
c. Type 3
i. Over Languedoc-Roussillon and Provence

䊱 Figure 5: Observed snow thickness (cm), on January, 15th, 2013.
Caption is given at the bottom left.

Atlantic - Mediterranean mixed disturbance
over Provence: Type 2

These snow episodes can be decomposed into two
subcategories: the Roussillon-Western Languedoc
events, and the Eastern Languedoc-Provence ones.
Only figures concerning Roussillon-Western
Languedoc cases are shown here.
In Roussillon-Western Languedoc (Eastern
Languedoc-Provence) events, a low level mesodepression amplifies over the Mediterranean Sea,
between Catalonia and the Balearic Islands (off the
Var department), in response to an upper trough
(Figure 4c). This low-level depression drives a warm
maritime advection (with typical [950-850] hPa θ’w
close to 6 to 10 °C, while the wind is about 30 to 40
knots) from the East or the South-East (Figure 10).
Strong convergence appears between the maritime
flow and a channelled very cold one (that is, the
Tramontane during Roussillon-Western Languedoc

䊱 Figure 6: Observed snow depth (cm) on February, 27th, 2001.
Caption is given on the right. The orange cross gives the location
of Saint-Maximin. From Jacq and Balaguer (2007).

2. By weakly turbulent conditions (stable static stability, weak
winds), melting of snow favors rapid development of a near 0 °C
isothermal layer, thus a strong lowering of the snow/rain limit.
This is called an isothermy (Findeisen, 1940).
The European Forecaster
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䊴 Figure 7: Observed snow
depth (cm), on (a) March, 8th,
2010,
(b) February, 10th-11th, 2012.
Caption is given in previous
figure 5.

episodes, the Mistral during Eastern LanguedocProvence ones; with typical 950 hPa θ’w of the order
of -1/+3 °C)3. In the Roussillon-Western Languedoc
case, the convergence is situated off the Aude and
Pyrénées-Orientales departments. In the Eastern
Languedoc-Provence case, the convergence oscillates
between the Var and the Bouches-du-Rhône departments. Such convergence is source of strong ascending motion and reinforces low level baroclinity.
Typically, as in type 2, maritime warm air overhangs
(around 850 to 800 hPa) the very low level cold
currents, according to a slantwise ascending motion
(see the cross-section in Figure 10)4. In events with
channelled low level cold currents, the overhang
effect is sharper than in type 2. Thus the situation
can be statically very stable, then propitious to an
isothermy in combination with significant precipitation. The risk appears reinforced in comparison to
type 2.

ii. Over the Riviera
Here one can identify some above-mentioned ingredients: deepening of a low off the Alpes-Maritimes
department, warm advection… etc. However, the environment is generally colder than over Languedoc/
Roussillon and Provence, in particular at upper level:
snow near the sea necessitates 850 hPa temperatures
less than or equal to -5/-6 °C (or θ’w ≤ 2/4 °C), instead
of -2 to -4 °C. Thus, the situation is sometimes unstable. Such instability can generate convection, favouring sudden lowering of the rain/snow limit (via the
downdrafts).
iii. Over Corsica
In terms of snowfalls, Corsica is generally cut in two
parts: the southwestern part and the northeastern
one, depending on orientation of low-level flow. As
wind comes from the northeast (west), northeastern
(southwestern) Corsica is further exposed.

Notice Eastern Languedoc is affected by significant
snowfalls as warm advection from the Var department is sufficiently strong to reach this area. The
displacement of the snowy zone toward East
Languedoc may also be driven by the eastward
motion of the low-level depression.

Northeastern cases are usually coupled to occluded
fronts wrapping around the low. The baroclinic part of
the disturbance is rarely near Corsica. The occluded
front intensifies via orographic processes as relief
lifts moist air masses (figure 11).

Furthermore, for episodes over Provence, warm
advection is often squeezed between two cold
“pipelines”. One of them is linked to the Mistral; the
other, to cold air coming from Italy crossing or
bypassing the Alps. This transalpine influence is not
systematic but can be an additional factor for
snow/rain limit lowering.

3. In the Roussillon/western Languedoc case, the situation is
reversed in comparison to type 1 (section 2a): here, air coming
from the west is cold, instead of being warm (Atlantic Ocean
origin in type 1).
4. A warm intrusion at 850-800 hPa (temperatures on the order
of -2 to -4 °C at 850 hPa) means conditions are not so cold
(around 850-800 hPa).
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䊴 Figure 8: Type 1 event of the
January, 15th, 2013 (over Provence).
Key for Figs 8-11:
Top left: wet bulb potential
temperature at 950 (shaded, with
colour changes every 2°C) and
850 hPa (red contours), wind at
800 hPa (red barbs) and 10 meters
AGL (black barbs). Some particular
isotherms of the 850 hPa wet bulb
potential temperature are given.
The brown bar is associated to
cross-section shown below, while
Fuchsia pink circle gives location
of forecasted radio sounding
on the right.
Top right: Forecast radio sounding
at the location given
par the fuchsia pink filled circle.
Bottom: Vertical cross section
of the wind (black barbs),
wet bulb potential temperature
(red contours), vertical velocity
(blue contours above 40 mm/s,
every 40 mm/s), temperature
(only isotherms 0 and +1°C are
shown), and relative humidity
(shaded with fuchsia pink color).

Orographic processes are also very important in the
southwestern cases: moist airmasses favour constitution of a sort of orographic body, on which a
“secondary” limit may amalgamate.
The environment is comparatively colder than over
the continent, in particular at upper levels. For
instance, onshore snowfall necessitates 850 hPa
temperatures less than or equal to -8 °C5 (from 0 to
2 °C in θ’w). Like on the Riviera, the environment is
sometimes unstable. This instability can in some
situations drive convection, then an abrupt lowering
of the rain/snow limit.
Snow depth can become very significant near relief.
During northeastern cases, the “Castagniccia” is
particularly hit. For instance, one metre of snow was
observed at 800m in 24 hours during the February
10th-11th 2012 event!

3. Summary and Concluding Remarks
(Figures 12 to 15)
Forecasting snowfalls in southeastern France is a
difficult task. Stakes are high given the motorway

5. Typically -36 °C at 500 hPa (Figure 4f).
6. Then, typically, the environment is not so cold at 850-800 hPa
(temperature is on the order of -2 to -4 °C at 850 hPa).

network. Snowfalls can be particularly heavy and
lying snow persistent, deeply disturbing human activities. Moreover, Mediterranean snowfalls are a
complex phenomenon, involving various processes
from the local to synoptic scales.
The most important snowfalls are of types 2 and 3. In
type 2, the trough has a northern Atlantic origin,
while in the type 3, its origin is continental.
Moreover, type 2 is related to an Atlantic baroclinic
disturbance, which stagnates and intensifies in
Mediterranean regions. On the other hand, in type 3,
the essence of the disturbance is mostly
Mediterranean.
Over Languedoc-Roussillon and Provence, types 2
and 3 both involve a deepening of a meso-depression over the sea, then low-level warm advection (6
to 10°C in θ’w, over sea; Figures 12, 13 and 14). The
latter clearly overhangs (around 850 to 800 hPa) lowlevel cold currents (θ’w at 950 hPa coming from +4 to
-1 °C, Table 2) 6. In type 3, this aspect is more
pronounced: flows such as the Tramontane are colder
and channelled. In addition to upper ingredients (a
low anomaly in the dynamical tropopause, LT),
precipitation is linked to strong convergence between
warm maritime and cold continent flow, and slantwise ascending motion of the maritime air mass over
the continental one.
The European Forecaster
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In Provence events, the cold “influence” is from twin
sources: in addition to a west-northwest wind or
Mistral (type 3), a second cold air mass sometimes
passes below the warm advection, coming from Italy.
The presence of this ingredient can be used as criterion for additional lowering of the rain/snow limit.

䊳 Table 2: Some outstanding snow
events per region (LanguedocRoussillon, Provence,
Riviera and Corsica).

䊳 Figure 9: Type 2
event of the February 27th-28th, 2001
(over Provence).
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Furthermore, maritime warm advection over continental cold current means stable vertical profiles.
Therefore, this environment may favour an isothermy
(Findeisen, 1940), in combination with significant
precipitation.

On the Riviera, the environment is somewhat different since warm advection (linked to deepening of a
low) is less pronounced and focused in very low
levels (with no effect of overhang). Moreover, the
upper environment is on average colder (850 hPa
temperature less than or equal to -5/-6 °C) than over

Languedoc/Roussillon and Provence (-2 to -4 °C). In
these conditions, the atmospheric column is more
unstable and may sometimes be propitious to
convection and lowering of the snow/rain limit via
downdrafts.

䊴 Figure 10: Type 3
event of the March, 8th, 2010
(over Roussillon and Western
Languedoc).

䊴 Figure 11: Type 3
event of the February, 9th, 2012
(over Northeastern Corsica).
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䊳 Figure 12: Conceptual scheme of the type 2
February 27th-28th, 2001 event over Provence.
The following are shown:
Some characteristics of the maritime warm advection
(in red) in terms of wind (red arrows) and wet bulb
potential temperature (θ’w)
Some characteristics of the low level cold advection
(see-through blue shaded area) in terms of wind
(blue arrows), 850 hPa temperature and 950 hPa
wet bulb potential temperature
Low anomaly of the dynamic tropopause (LT)
with associated motion (black arrow)
Low level convergence (orange broken line)
and associated low level gradient of the wet bulb
potential temperature (Δθ’w)
A low level meso depression (DSurf)
CAD or Cold Air Damming

䊳 Figure 13: Conceptual scheme of type 3
events over Provence and Eastern Languedoc.
Features shown as in Fig 12.

䊳 Figure 14: Conceptual scheme of type 3
events over Roussillon and Western Languedoc.
Features shown as in Fig 12.
(a) Northeastern Corsica case

䊱 Figure 15: Conceptual scheme of type 3 events over Northeastern (a) and southwestern (b) Corsica.
Features shown as in Fig 12.
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䊱 Table 3: Synthesis of some ingredients per region (Roussillon/Western Roussillon, Eastern Languedoc/Provence, Riviera and Corsica).

Depending on trajectories of the upper low and low
level flow (North-East or West), Corsica shows mainly
two kinds of snow events: the northeastern and the
southwestern cases (Figure 15). Orographic processes
play an important role, by lifting moist air mass and
reinforcing precipitating activity. Northeastern cases
are usually characterized by an occluded front coming
from the North or the North-East, while the southwestern cases result from organization of an orographic
body on which secondary limit may amalgamate.
As on the Riviera, the environment is colder, in particular at upper level: for instance, snowfalls over coastline necessitate 850 hPa temperature lower than -8 °C
(Table 3). The environment is also relatively unstable.
Instability is sometimes compatible with convection,
and therefore propitious to lowering of the rain/snow
limit via downdrafts.
This paper was mainly concerned with the meteorological ingredients propitious to snowfalls in
Mediterranean regions. Thus, certain important
aspects have not been treated, such as behavior of
the numerical models or gains provided by high resolution NWP (the AROME model, Seity et al, 2010).
Expectations from high resolution modelling are
indeed important. Regarding the issue of snowfalls,
these expectations are completely justified: better
representation of relief (horizontal definition of 1.3
km), better vertical resolution in the boundary layer,
better microphysics etc. However, AROME, in combination with its EPS (Ensemble Prediction System)
does not improve systematically snowfall forecasting.
A conceptual approach remains a potentially fructuous alternative for correcting mistakes of the numerical models. It is this aspect that we favoured here.
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